
 David Christopher, M.H. Autism

I receive many inquiries about autism including what is a person to do to protect their children from this 

devastating syndrome.  First I have to explain what autism is and what it is not. 

“Autism is a neurodevelopmental disorder that impairs a child’s ability to communicate and interact with 

others.  It also includes restricted repetitive behaviors, interests and activities.” -Mayo Clinic 

Besides this definition let me list what is the medical mainstream view of autism. 

Medical view: 

*It is a psychiatric disorder 

*It is not an epidemic.  Rather current diagnosis is better today and it is an ancient disorder. 

*It is genetic 

*It is not environmental 

*It is not due to toxins 

*It does not include intestinal disease  

*Exclusion diets are not helpful 

*Regression is extremely rare 

*There is no recovery 

Commenting on their views from the last mentioned 

to the first, I have heard of recoveries and I have 

witnessed improvements. Regression is not rare but 

is the norm.  In other words they were not born with 

the condition but developed it. Exclusion diets are 

extremely helpful. A majority of autistic children 

have accompanying gastro-intestinal disease. 

Damage to brain cells in autistic children follows the 

same pattern as all other reported environmental 

toxic damage. It cannot be genetic, at least according 

to the top geneticists in the country.  If going from 

one child in ten thousand to one child in one hundred 

in three decades doesn’t qualify as an epidemic then 

what does?  It is definitely an epidemic unprecedented in the history of the world, whether they want to 

admit it or not.  If their “newspeak” is correct in terms of  it being an ancient disease and increases are 

solely due to improved diagnosis, then of the 10 billion people who lived on the earth prior to 1930 over 

one billion people would have been autistic according to present percentages.  Shouldn’t we ask, “Is it 

possible that not one physician ever came in contact with even one of those autistic individuals? “ That is 



highly unlikely due to the preciseness of disease description of physicians of earlier centuries.  Finally, it 

is recorded in the medical texts starting from the 1930’s “that autism was a psychological disorder found 

only in the children of well-educated and wealthy people.” That is disproven today.  However, we can 

point out the correlating fact that in the late 30’s only rich people could afford the mercury and aluminum 

laden vaccines.  Only when the vaccines became affordable did autism show up in the middle class.  In 

addition, only when the vaccines were mandated did autism show up in poor families. Similar to lead, 

mercury and aluminum are environmental toxins.  It doesn’t matter whether you breathe them in, absorb 

them from water through the skin or have them injected into the body through needles they all cause 

nerve damage. 

In conclusion, I tell everyone I can that autism is extremely difficult to treat and should be avoided at all 

costs- so do not let anyone inject toxins into your children. If they already have been damaged then fruit 

juice cleansing and metal pulling routines as explained in Dr. Christopher’s Three Day Cleanse book are 

advised. If you would like more details and references to this article then click here: 

http://blogcritics.org/mvie-review-vaxxed-from-cover-up-to-catastrophe-a-controversial-film/      

David Christopher is a Master Herbalist and the director of The School of Natural Healing. He also co-

hosts the popular radio show "A Healthier You" and is a popular international teacher and lecturer. 


